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Minnesota Junior Bird, January 20,2001 

1. Literature Foreign 

TOSSUP [Reader's Note: Read slowly and carefully] 

This kind of poem 

Has five seven five rhyme 

For ten points -- answer. 

Answer: 

BONUS [Note 15 points each ... Read slowly and carefully] 

A. 

Older than Haiku 

Of thirty-one-syllables 

Indicates Culture 

Popular during Heian 

Each line contains one idea 

Answer: 

B. 

Seventeen Fourteen 

Alternate to one - hundred 

Mock-ed in Haikai 

Answer: 

2. Art/Architecture/Photography 

Round 9 

TOSSUP Initially an industrial photographer for Fortune, she moved to Life in 1936, lasting 
until 1969. Briefly married to Erskine Caldwell -- for 10 points -- whose photo-essay books 
include Eyes on Russia (1931) and Halfway to Freedom: A Study of the New India (I 949)? 

Answer: Margaret Bourke-White (1906-71) 

BONUS Visual Bonus. Identify the Photographer 30 - 20 - 10 

A. (30) [Give players accompanying page 2] 

B. (20) [Give players accompanying page 3] 

C. (10) That photo was Yosemite Valley Winter, taken in 1959. Yosemite, the Big Sur 
Coast, the Sierra Nevada, the American Southwest and America's National Parks were the 
most famous sites for his black and white images. 

Answer: Ansel Adams 
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2A. (30) This is him 
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2B. (20) This is one of his most famous photos 
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3. Miscellaneous 2 

TOSSUP Condemned by Dickens as a plague spot, it was renamed several times, including 
Campden Hill by upwardly mobile residents. Later a magnet for arrivals into London from 
the West Indies, the 1950s saw several race riots. The neighborhood gave its name to a band 
led by Mark Knopfler after Dire Straits. For 10 points - name this neighborhood now 
featured in a Hugh Grant, Julie Roberts Film of the same name. 

Answer: Notting Hill 

BONUS 30-20-10 Name the country from clues 

30. It is "Where pines and maples grow, Great prairies spread, and lordly rivers flow ." 

20. It is "Our home and native land!" 

10. It is "The True North strong and free! " 

Answer: Canada, according to the anthem 0 Canada! 

4. Sports Popular Culture 

TOSSUP America, Darien Lake, Elitch Gardens, Kentucky Kingdon, Marine World, 
Hurricane Harbor, Fiesta, Astroworld and Waterworld, Great Adventure, and Great America, 
are among the amusement parks owned by this company, most famous for flying Over Texas 
and Over Georgia. For 10 points - name the operator. 

Answer: Six Flags 

BONUS Given the amusement park, name the metro area it serves, for instance if I said: Six 
Flags Over Texas You would answer "Dallas Fort Worth". 

A. Six Flags Magic Mountain & Hurricane Harbor 

Answer: Los Angeles 

B. Frontier City 

Answer: Oklahoma Citv, 

C. Paramount's Kings Island 

Answer: Cincinnati, OH 
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5. Literature English Language 

TOSSUP He dishonors Florian, daughter of Count Julian who, in revenge, calls the Moors 
into Spain, driving him from his throne. In penitence, he assumes the garb of Father 
Maccabee before leading the Christian army, while his cousin Pelayo founds the Spanish royal 
line. For 10 points--name this last king of the Visigoths, title character of a narrative poem 
by Robert Southey, whose name a lisping Roman soldier was forced to say in Monty Python's 
Life of Brian. 

Answer: Roderick 

BONUS Poets are a vindictive lot. For 10 points per answer name these poets: 

A. Lake Poet Robert Southey'S A Vision of Judgement. praised King George III inordinately 
and vilified this man as the leader of the "Satanic School" of poetry 

Answer: Lord George Gordon Byron 

B. Byron was accused of satanically influencing these poets, one the author of The Necessity 
of Atheism and Queen Mab, the other a publisher and author of Christianism 

Answer: Percy Bysshe Shelley and James Leigh Hunt 

6. History Europe 

TOSSUP He composed the most elaborate treatise on falconry ever written, but it is not for 
that, that his contemporary, the English chronicler Matthew Paris, proclaimed him "stupor 
mundi" or "the wonder of the world" . For 10 points -- what Holy Roman Emporer ruled 
dominions from Schleiswig to Sicily between 1197 and 1250? 

Answer: Frederick II Hohenstaufen 

BONUS After the First World War, the treaty of Versailles was signed with Germany. What other 
treaty was signed with the following Central Powers 10 points each: 

A. Austria 

Answer: 

B. Bulgaria 

Answer: 

C. Hungary 

Answer: 
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St. Germaine 

Neuilly 
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7. History World /Ancient 

TOSSUP The grandson or great-grandson of the Trojan hero Aeneas, he was the legendary 
first king of Britain, A fugitive, he wandered north, founded London, and begat a long line of 
British monarchs, including King Arthur. The legend appears first in Geoffrey of 
Monmouth's History of the Kings of Britain. For 10 points -- name this hero about whom the 
Norman poet Wace wrote a Roman. 

Answer: Brut or Brutus 

BONUS Devolution of power also requires restoring treasures to their homes. For 10 points 
each -- identify these items: 

A. Brought to England by Edward I after he defeated Balliol at Dunbar in 1296, it has 
been repatriated to Scotland from England's Westminster Abbey, this is the ancient Scottish 
Coronation Stone. 

Answer: Stone of Scone [SKUNE] or Stone of Destiny 

B. This seventh century Latin text of the four gospels commemorates St. Cuthbert, 
prior of a Northumbrian island. Hijacked by Henry VIII's henchmen, it is now in the British 
Library 

Answer: Lindisfame Gospels (accept Holv Island Gospels) 

C. This item is reportedly in Britain, so the legend goes, it was brought there by Joseph of 
Arimethea. 

Answer: The Holy Grail 

8. Science - Biology/Anthropology/Paleontology 

TOSSUP It describes organisms, such as bacteria or green plants, that do not require 
previously formed organic materials from the environment, but rather synthesize all their 
organic molecules from inorganic materials such as carbon dioxide or salts. For 10 points-
what is this type of organism that is literally "self-feeding"? 

Answer: autotroph ic 

BONUS Classify the following as Ectoderm, Endoderm, or Mesoderm for 10 points each: 

A. Nervous System 

Answer: 

B. Liver 

Answer: 

Ectoderm 

Endoderm 

C. Lining of Lungs 

Answer: Endoderm 
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9. History Recent 

TOSSUP The state's symbol, the three-pronged cactus, resembles an extended middle finger. 
Because of the anarchy that reigned in the territory, it was the last of the continental United 
States to be admitted to the union, in 1912. For 10 points -- name this state home to Barry 
Goldwater, and John McCain 

Answer: Arizona 

BONUS Name these Governors and their state who succeeded to office upon the resignation 
of a predecessor, given the name of the predecessor for 5 points per answer. 

A. Fife Symington 

Answer: Jane Dee Hull, Arizona 

B. Jim Guy Tucker 

Answer: Mike Huckabee, Arkansas 

C. William F. Weld 

Answer: Argeo Paul Cellucci, Massachusetts 

10. Science - Physics Chemistry 

TOSSUP This class of particles is bound together by their strong interactions. It is comprised 
of two subclasses, baryons, which are fermions, and mesons, which are bosons. For 10 points 
-- name this class of particles made from quarks and/or gluons. 
Answer: Hadrons 

BONUS Tasty subatomic particles have flavor. Answer these questions for the stated number 
of points: 
A. For 10 points name the six flavors of quarks, and for another 5 points, place them in 
increasing order of mass. 
Answer: !W, down, strange, charm, bottom,.!QQ 
B. For 10 points name the three flavors of charged leptons, and for another 5 points, place 
them in increasing order of mass. 
Answer: electrons, muon and tau 
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11. Math - Computer Science Engineering Technology 

TOSSUP Based on Edison's stock ticker and Morse's telegraph, early in the 1900s, Charles L. 
Krum, backed by Joy Morton of salt fame developed this device. For 10 points -- what 
device, whose translation of electric pulses to characters, is used today for long distance 
communication by the deaf? 

Answer: Teletype or TTY 

BONUS On designed roads in the United States, both vertical curves and horizontal curves are 
based upon standard conic sections, since most of you have been on these roads (for 10 
points each): 

A. What conic section is a vertical curve based on, it is produced by the intersection of a 
right circular cone and a plane parallel to an element of the cone 

Answer: parabola 

B. What conic section is a horizontal curve based on, produced by the intersection of a right 
circular cone and a perpendicular plane 

Answer: 

c. What term describes the banking of the roadway around a horizontal curve 

Answer: superelevation 

12. Psychology/Sociology/Linguistics 

TOSSUP The first local chapter was organized in 1911 in Buffalo, NY, but it is now 
headquartered in S1. Louis, and has over 135,000 members. Its purpose is to promote active 
interest in good government, to inspire respect for the law, to promote patriotism, to work 
for international harmony, and to organize youth development. For 10 points -- what is this 
community service organization with a happy view of the future? 

Answer: Optimist International 

BONUS Heraldic Shields have 5 major tinctures. Given a tincture, give the more common 
color name (5 points each, 5 for all five): 

A. gules Answer: Red 

B. azure Answer: blue 

C. sable Answer: black 

D. vert Answer: green 

E. purpure Answer: ~ 
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13. Science - Geology/Astronomy/Meteorology/Arcbeology 

TOSSUP The 1906 San Francisco earthquake and the 1964 Alaska quake and tsunami both 
fell on this holiday. For 10 points -- name this holiday, celebrating the death of Jesus Christ 
called Karfreitag in German .. 

Answer: Good Friday 

BONUS Name these earthquake waves for 10 points each: 

A type of surface wave having a retrograde, elliptical motion at the Earth's surface, similar to 
the waves caused when a stone is dropped into a pond. They are named for the English 
physicist who predicted its existence. 

Answer: Rayleigh wave 

B. Shear, rotational, tangential, equivoluminal, distortional, transverse, or shake wave. These 
carry energy through the Earth in very complex patterns of transverse (crosswise) waves. 
They cannot travel through the outer core because these waves cannot exist in fluids. 

Answer: S (or Secondary) wave 

C. Longitudinal, irrotational, push, pressure, dilatational, compressional, or push-pull waves, 
these are the fastest body waves and arrive at stations before the S waves. They carry energy 
through the Earth as longitudinal waves, moving particles in the same line as the direction of 
the wave. 

Answer: £. (or Primary) wave 

14. Economics/Business/Government/Political Science 

TOSSUP Passed in 1966, this law established a general right of public access to federal 
government records. For 10 points -- identify this law which was designed to prevent the 
abuse of federal agencies by requiring them to make public their methods and certain records 
concerning their operations. 

Answer: Freedom of Information Act (accept FOIA) 

BONUS Name these now obsolete Federal Regulations from clues (for 10 points each) 

A. This regulation of the Federal Communications Commission required broadcasters to give 
equal time to both sides of a story, should they choose to cover it. 

Answer: The Fairness Doctrine 

B. This 1932 law authorized the Federal Reserve Bank to expand credit and to release government 
gold to business to fix the hoarding patterns, and separated investment banking from commercial 
banking and prohibited interstate banking. 

Answer: Glass-Steagall Act 

C. Declared unconstitutional in the Sick Chicken Case (Schecter Poultry Corp. v. United 
States), this 1933 law promoted the Blue Eagle emblem. 

Answer: National Industrial Recovery Act 
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15. Geography 

TOSSUP According to one etymology, this state's name was a mistake, derived from a 
French map's misspelling of the Wisconsin River. When a great river in the northwest was 
discovered, this name was given to the territory around its mouth. For 10 points -- what is 
this state, once the name of a larger territory which gave rise to the slogan 54-40 or fight? 

Answer: Oregon. (note: Ouisconsink -> Ouaricon sint -> Oregon) 

BONUS Name these places in Britain for 10 points each 

A. An area of reclaimed marshland along the Ouse river In the Lincolnshire section of 
Eastern England. 

Answer: The Fens. 

B. The Fens surrounds this inlet of water formally bordered by Norfolk and Lincolnshire, In 

what locale might an Englishman use Tide or Surf detergent? 

Answer: The Wash 

C. Popularly considered the most northerly point in Great Britain, it was on the coast of 
Caithness, in Northern Scotland. Name this octagonal House built in the early 1500s to 
setttle a quarrel over rank in an eight-household family? 

Answer: John O'Groat's House 

16. Miscellaneous 1 

TOSSUP Fast-flying air pirates, they are often mistaken for falcons. The three species of 
this type of bird: parasitic, pomeraine, and long-tailed, breed in the arctic. They disperse 
southward as juveniles and take several years to mature. For 10 points -- what is the common 
name of this web footed seabird of prey belonging to genus Stercorarius, who share their name 
with the Rolling Stones lead singer? 

Answer: 

BONUS Isaiah Berlin distinguished two types of people and named them for representative 
animals. The first knows one big thing -- that the other animal wants to eat it -- while the 
second animal knows lots of little things because its food is more varied. 

A. For 15 points each --name these two animals that represent people who know one big 
thing or lots of little ones. 

B. [If don't get either on part A, give respective clue for the other] 

For 5 points each -- the first is one of several spiny mammals in family Erinaceidae. 

The second is one of the smallest members of family Canidae. 

Answer: the hedgehog and the fox 
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17. Literature US 

TOSSUP She wrote under the pseudonyms Marcus Holland and Max Reiner, and her original 
name was J. Miriam Reback. At the age of 7 this English-born author moved to the USA 
where in 1931 she graduated from University of Buffalo. Some novels include: Dynasty of 
Death, The Devil's Advocate, Never Victorious, Never Defeated, Dear and Glorious Physician, 
The Listener, A Prologue to Love, The Late Clara Beame, A Pillar of Iron and Answer as a 
Man. For 10 points -- name this best-selling author of This Side of Innocence, 

Answer: (Janet) Taylor Caldwell 

BONUS It's time to play "Name that author". You must identify the author by his works, 
but first tell me whether you want to do it in 4 works for 5 points, 3 works for 10 points, 2 
works for 20 points or 1 work for 30 points ... Captain in how many works can you "Name 
that author"? . 

1- work The Beautiful and the Damned 

2 - works The Beautiful and the Damned and The Last Tycoon 

3 - works The Beautiful and the Damned, The Last Tycoon and Tender is the Night 

4 - works The Beautiful and the Damned, The Last Tycoon, Tender is the Night and This 
Side of Paradise 

Answer: Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald 

18. Music/Dance Film/Stage 

TOSSUP Domenico Modungo for "New Blu Dipinto di Blu" (Volare), Henry Mancini for The 
Music from Peter GUll11, Perry Como for "Catch a Falling Star", and Ella Fitzgerald for Ella 
Fitzgerald Sings the Irving Berlin Song Book all won this in its first year. Homer Simpson's 
barbershop group also famously won. First issued in 1958, -- for 10 points -- what is awarded 
by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences? 

Answer: Grammy A wards 

BONUS Jacks is a children's game, "You Don ' t Know Jack" is a computer game, but the name Jack 
has been the part of the title of several rock songs. What performing act is responsible for the 
following (10 points each): 

A. Happy Jack 

Answer: The Who 

B. Captain Jack 

Answer: Billy Joel 

C. Hit the Road Jack 

Answer: Ray Charles 
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19. Religion/Mythology/Philosophy 

TOSSUP Once sacred because of their rarity, since the 1950s, they have been mass produced. 
According to the druids, a person in possession of one could sight ambient demons and thwart 
their sinister influence. For 10 points -- what is this rarer variety of the leguminous foliage a 
hay plant of the typically three leafed crop of genus Trifolium? 

Answer: four leafed clover 

BONUS For the stated number of points: 

A. (5) Originally, only an oak would do, but as oaks were not convenient, any kind of 
unvarnished wood became acceptable. It is a superstition held among American Indians and 
ancient Greeks among others, aiming to keep a boast from boomeranging. 

Answer: Knocking on Wood 

B. (10) Today it is a memory aid, a means of psychological association, but to the Celts and 
Romans, it was thought to physically prevent the idea from escaping the body. 

Answer: Tying a String around your 

C. (5) It grew out of the pagan belief that a cross was a symbol of perfect unity, and that its 
point of intersection marked the abode of positive sprits. A wish made in this manner was 
anchored at the cross's intersection until the desire was realized. Or, done out of sight, it can 
indicate a lie. 

Answer: Keeping one's fingers crossed 

D. (10) In England it became known as the "merry thought" for the merry wishes people 
made when breaking this, the V -shaped clavicle of a fowl. The bone shares its name with a 
football offense. 

Answer: Wishbone 

20. History US 

TOSSUP Two organizations shared this name, originally taken from the 1641 leader of the 
Irish rebellion. The first name of the organization refers to the fact that the 1843 Irish 
Agrarian Society dressed as women. The second organization of what name -- for 10 points -
- terrorized Pennsylvania mining towns such as Scranton between 1867 and 1877? 

Answer: Molly Maguires 

BONUS Two of the original twelve proposed amendments to the Constitution were not 
ratified at the time of the original Bill of Rights, 

A. (10, 10) With what did they deal 

Answer: Apportionment of Representatives, Compensation of Representatives 

B. (10) The Amendment regarding the compensation of representatives was ultimately 
passed. What amendment number is it? 

Answer: 27th Amendment 
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Emergency Tossup 9 

TOSSUP They primarily occupied Monte Alban from 600-900 AD, when they were 
conquered by the Mixtecas, after which, the cultures fused. They spread the Mexican 
calander, and were known with the Mixtecas for their funeral urns. For 10 points -- name this 
Mexican culture. 

Answer: Zapotecas 

TOSSUP Lodovico employed painter Mantegna, architect Alberti, and scholars Pico della 
Mirandola and Poliziano. Federico was a condottiere. Francesco married Isabella d'Este. 
Elisabetta became the duchess in Castiglione's The Courtier. while Federigo became the First 
Duke of Mantua. For 10 points -- name this remarkable Italian noble family, who gave their 
name to a Jesuit University in Spokane Washington? 

Answer: Gonzaga 

TOSSUP In 1683 this Frenchman came to Canada. He lived at Port Royal and then was 
given command of the Mackinac in 1694. In 1699 he proposed a scheme for protecting 
French fur traders and was given a grant of Detroit and a trade monopoly. For 10 points -
what founder of Detroit now boasts a line of GM luxury cars? 

Answer: Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac 
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Emergency Bonus 9 

BONUS Simone de Beauvoir penned The Second Sex. Who penned these feminist tracts (10 
points each) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

The Feminine Mystique 

The Female Eunuch 

Fire with Fire 

Answer: 

Answer: 

Answer: 

Betty Freidan 

Germaine Greer 

Naomi Wolf 

BONUS For 5 points each and 10 for all four, what Sea is: 

A. protected from the Barents by the Kola 

B. between Korea and China 

C. between Ukraine and Turkey 

D. between Saudi Arabia and Africa 

Answer: 

Answer: 

Answer: 

Answer: 

White Sea 

Yellow Sea 

Black Sea 

Red Sea 

BONUS Given a-recording act that produced one of the top five albums of 1987, name their 
album, 5 points each, 5 for all five: 

A. Bon Jovi Answer: Slippery When Wet 

B. Paul Simon Answer: Graceland 

C. Beastie Boys Answer: Licensed To III 

D Bruce Hornsby & the Range Answer: The Way It Is 

E. Janet Jackson Answer: Control 
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